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IN THE CLAIMS;

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application.

Listine of Claims

1. (Currently amended) A data processing system, comprising:

an interrupt unit; wherein the interrupt unit rectivon for receiving a signal for initiating an

interrupt* ; and wherein the interrupt omit comprising a plurality of counters for counting oounto

the occurrence of a plurality of different types of interrupts by interrupt typejand

a storage for storing a count value ofeach ofthe plurality of interrupt tvpes,

2. (Currently amended) The data processing system of claim 1, wherein the storage

comprises an interrupt descriptor table that associates each interrupt with a corresponding

interrupt handler, the interrupt descriptor table storing a count value of an interrupt type ts otored

in an entry of [[aft]] thg interrupt descriptor table.

3. (Currently amended) The data processing system of claim 1 , wherein the storage

comprises an interrupt count table outside of an interrupt descriptor table of the system, tfre

interrupt count table storing a count value ofan interrupt type & stored in an entry of [[ea]] th£

interrupt count table.

4. (Currently amended) [[The]] A data processing system of olaim S » comprising;

an interrupt unit:

wherein the interrupt unit receives a signal for initiating an interrupt: and

wherein the interrupt unit counts the occurrence of interrupts bv type , a count value ofan

interrupt type being stored in an entry of an interrupt count table, wherein a count oflset in an

interrupt descriptor table corresponds to the interrupt type.

5. (Original) The data processing system of claim 4, wherein the count offset in the

interrupt descriptor table is used to derive an offset address, corresponding to the count value of

the interrupt type, in the interrupt count table.
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6. (Currently amended) [[The]] £ data processing system ef-olaim 3 , further comprising:

an interrupt unit:

wherein the interrunt unit receives a signal for initiating an interrupt; and

wherein the interrupt unit counts the occurrence of interrupts by type, a <nm value of an

mtemmt type being stored in an entry ofan interrupt count table; and

a register having a pointer to a memory address of the interrupt count table.

7. (Currently amended) The data processing system ofclaim 1, further comprioing wherein,

the plurality of counters comprise hardware counters that count the occurrence of interrupts by

type.

8. (Original) The data processing system of claim I , wherein the types of interrupts inohide

TLB (translation lookaside buffer) fault and VHPT (virtual hash page table) Instruction fault

9. (Original) The data processing system of claim 1 , wherein when a count is about to

overflow, an overflow signal is sent.

10. (Currently amended) A method for executing instructions on an information processing

system, comprising the steps of.

receiving an interrupt signal at an interrupt unit, wherein the interrupt signal is for

initiating an interrupt in a processor;

responsive to receiving the interrupt signal, incrementing a first counter vf ft plurality of

counters based on a type of interrupt among a plurality oftypes of mterrupts associated with the

interrupt signal;

wherein fee first oounter is one ofa plurality of counters; and

wherein the plurality ofcounters counts the occurrence of interrupts by type of interrupt.

1 1 . (Currently amended) The method ofclaim 10, and further comprising storing whereia a

count value of the first counter fe-stored in an entry of an interrupt descriptor table that associates

each interrupt with a corresponding interrupt handler .

1 2. (Currently amended) The method of claim 10, and further comprising storing wherein a

count value of an interrupt type is stored in an entry of an interrupt count table outside of an

interrupt descriptor table of the system.
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13. (Currently amended) [pa**]] A matW afolmm 12
T for execiirmp instructions on an

information processing system, comprising the steps of:

receiving an intemint signal at an interrupt unit, whereto the interrupt signal is for

initiating an mtemrot in a processor:

resnntimve to receiving the intemint signal, incrementing a first counter ta$ed on a type

of interrupt arapyiftted with the interrupt 9igaftl;

wherein the first counter is one of a plurality ofcounters; and

wherein the plurality ofcounters counts the occurrence ofinterrupts bv type, a count

value ofan interrupt type being stored in an entry of an interrupt count table: and wherein a count

offset in an interrupt descriptor table corresponds to the interrupt type,

14. (Original) The method ofclaim 13, wherein die count offset in the interrupt descriptor

table is used to derive an offset address, corresponding to the count value ofthe interrupt type, in

the interrupt count table.

15* (Currently amended) [[The]] A method of olaira 13g for executing instructions on an

information processing system, comprising the steps of:

receiving an interrupt signal at an interrupt unit wherein the interrupt signal is for

initiating an interrupt in a processor;

responsive to receiving the interrupt signal, incrementing a first counter based on a tVPC

of interrupt associated with the interrupt signal;

wherein the first counter is one of a plurality ofcounters; and

whErein the plurality of counters counts the occurrence of interrupts bv type, ft count

value of an interrupt type being stored in an entry of an interrupt count table: and further

comprising;

a register having a pointer to a memory address ofthe interrupt count table.

16, (Currently amended) The method of claim 10
p
wherein the counters ofthe plurality flf

counters are hardware counters.

17. (Original) The method of claim 10, wherein the types of interrupts include TLB

(translation lookaside buffer) fault and VHPT (virtual hash page table) Instruction feult
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18. (Original) The method ofclaim 10, whereto when a count is about to overflow, an

overflow signal is sent.

19. (Currently amended) A computer program product in a computer readable medium,

comprising:

first instructions for receiving an interrupt signal at an interrupt unit for initiating

an interrupt in a processor;

second instructions for, responsive to receiving the interrupt signal, incrementing a first

counter of a plurality of counters based on a type of interrupt among a plurality oftYpeg Of

interrupts associated with the interrupt signal;

wherein the firot counter id one of a plurality of counters; and

wherein the plurality ofcounters counts the occurrence ofinterrupts by type of mtcrrypj,

20. (Currently amended) The computer program product ofclaim 19, and farther comprising

instructions for storing:wherein- a count value of an interrupt type io stored in an entry of an

interrupt descriptor table that associates each interrupt with a corresponding interrupt handler.

2 1 > (Currently amended) The computer program product ofclaim 1 9, and farther comprising

instructions for storing wherein a count value of an interrupt type io otored in an entry of an

interrupt count table outside of an interrupt descriptor table of the system.

22. (Currently amended) [[The]] A computer program product of claim 24-; in a computer

readable medium. coirmrifimg:

first instructions for receivinp an interrupt signal at an interrupt unit for initiating an

,
interrupt in a processor:

second instructions for- responsive to receiving the interrupt signal, incrementing a first

counter associated with the interrupt signal:

wherein the first counter is one of a plurality of counters:

wherein the plurality of counters counts the occurrence of interrupts bv type, a count

value ofan interrupt type being stored in an entry of an interrupt count table.

wherein a count offset in an interrupt descriptor table corresponds to an interrupt type.
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23. (Original) The computer program product ofclaim 22, wherein the count offset in the

interrupt descriptor table is used to derive an offset address, corresponding to the count value of

an interrupt type, in the interrupt count table.

24. (Currently amended) [[The]] A computer program product of olaim 21

,

in a wmptttgr

readable rxiedium, corflprisiiifi:

tW. instructions for receiving an interrupt signal fltW interrupt un>t for initjati^s an

^lymiptinaprw^sor,

second instructions for, reaponsiv* to receiving the interrupt signal. incrcmgPtinK a first

counter associated with the interrupt signal:

wherein the first counter is one of a plurality of counters:

wherein the plurality of counters counts the occurrence of interrupts bv type, a count

value ofan interrupt tvoe being stored in an entry of an interrupt count table; and further

comprising:

a register having a pointer to a memory address ofthe interrupt count table.

25. (Currently amended) The computer program product ofclaim 19, wherein the counters

ofthe plurality of counters are hardware counters.

26. (Original) The computer program product of claim 19, wherein the types ofinterrupts

include TLB (translation lookaside buffer) fault and VHPT (virtual hash page table) Instruction

fault

27. (Original) The computer program product ofclaim 19, wherein when a count is about to

overflow, an overflow signal is sent.
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